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Special Committee on COVID 19 Response 
Leinster House,  
Dublin 2  

Reference: SCC19R-I-0082 

Dear Deputy McNamara, 

Once again, congratulations on your appointment as Chair of the Special Committee on Covid-19 
Response. As requested, please find attached on behalf of the Banking & Payments Federation 
Ireland a written submission on the topic of reopening the Economy.  

Kind Regards, 

Brian Hayes 
CEO 
Banking & Payments Federation Ireland 
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Introduction 
 
Representing over 100 domestic and international member institutions and associates, Banking & 
Payments Federation Ireland (BPFI) is the voice of banking, payments and fintech in Ireland. This 
submission as requested by the Committee sets out what BPFI believe are the challenges businesses 
across the country face since the onset of COVID-19 and our recommendations for targeted support 
measures for businesses in response. Specifically, we believe that a package of targeted and timely 
Government supports combined with the lending support being provided by BPFI members will help 
many businesses to survive the critical financial challenges in the short term, thus enabling them to 
plan their return to a solid and stable business model in the medium to long term, bringing benefits 
for many communities and many sectors on an economic, local employment, self-employment and 
growth level.   

A financial bridge that will support businesses through this turbulent period and into a more 
economically stable environment is the key to ensuring SMEs can and will return to a normal business 
model where they can offer jobs, create employment, secure new contracts, meet customers’ orders 
and compete for businesses in the sectors in which they are already experienced and have a track 
record.  

At the heart of Irish SMEs’ survival and their capacity to withstand the immediate economic hurricane 
that is COVID-19, is the central issue of liquidity. It is the most fundamental element in the survival 
plans for Irish businesses and without liquidity support, businesses will quite simply struggle, if not 
find it impossible, to survive. The extent to which it is needed is reflected in a recent CBI report1 which 
highlights that Irish SMEs will require liquidity of between €2.4bn to €5.7bn, depending on the 
assumptions around the number of affected firms and their ability to reduce non-staff expenses.2 Our 
estimates, based on a 7% to 10% reduction in value added across SMEs, show that these businesses 
may need around €6bn to €8bn liquidity support.  
 
Most Irish businesses will require a cash injection to recommence operations and to provide the 
support during the initial six to nine months of trading until confidence is re-established and the 
economy returns to some form of normality. The most immediate and pressing impact for businesses 
is the resulting reduction in liquidity as cash inflows have reduced or indeed for many small businesses 
in particular have ceased altogether with immediate consequences in terms of paying key outgoings 
such as: 

• Employees and Suppliers  

• Loan repayments 

• Rents, Rates and Insurance 

• Utility bills  
• Taxation 

Support for SMEs is therefore crucial for the Government and this Committee to consider urgently, as 
these businesses account for 99.8% of all enterprises and 68% of all employment in the Irish economy.  
 

 
1 Central Bank of Ireland, Financial Stability Notes, Vol. 2020, No. 2, ‘SME liquidity needs during the COVID-19 shock’, McGeever, McQuinn, 
Myers, April 2020 
2 Upper range assumes that 70% of SMEs will require liquidity support over a three-month period with staff expenses falling to zero and 
non-staff expenses being reduced by 50% 
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We welcome the opportunity to put forward the views of the BPFI and stand ready to assist the 
Committee in its work over the next weeks and months. Please find below an overview of BPFI support 
measures, BPFI position on Government Support Measures and Additional Support Measures for the 
consideration of the Committee.  
 
BPFI Business Support Measures  
 
The banking and finance industry is committed to engaging with COVID -19 affected customers in a 
supportive manner through this unprecedented and difficult time. Lenders are very conscious of the 
challenges that businesses are facing in dealing with their employees, suppliers, customers and 
delivery channels. In this regard, engagement is key to understanding the needs of businesses at this 
time and BPFI membership offer  significant sectoral expertise across the economic sectors to assist 
businesses through this challenging time. Key supports being made available include:  
 

Payment 
Breaks 

• Banks and non-bank institutions have introduced payment breaks (up to six 
months) on mortgages, personal and business loans for businesses and personal 
customers affected by COVID-19.  

 

• ‘Moratorium’ Payment Break 
 

• ‘Interest Only’ Payment Break  
 

• ‘Reduced repayment’ (Interest and Part Capital) 
 

• Approximately 143600 Payment Breaks have been granted by BPFI Members since 
mid-March of which 35800 are for SMEs.  

 

• Under EBA Guidelines on Payment Moratoria (here) the Payment Breaks are 
permitted to be made available up until 30th June. BPFI has called on business and 
personal customers to engage with their lender as soon as possible if they believe 
they require a Payment Break which must be applied for and approved prior to 
30th June 2020.  

Working 
Capital 
Loan 
Facilities 

• Over 6000 credit requests have been approved by BPFI Membership since the on-
set of COVID-19.  

 

• Through the SBCI Working Capital Scheme, SCBI Credit Guarantee and 
Microfinance Ireland schemes €57.9 million worth of credit has been made 
available to SMEs across Ireland since the onset of COVID 19.  
 

• Lenders have a range of credit facilities available to help businesses deal with the 
impact of COVID-19. These include emergency working capital, short-term loans 
to address cashflow issues, supply chain supports, trade finance and foreign 
currency products 
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• Banks also process the credit applications for the Strategic Banking Corporation of 
Ireland (SBCI) COVID-19 Working Capital Scheme and Future Growth Loan Scheme 
both of which are available to eligible businesses impacted by COVID-19 

 

• Banks also process applications for SME credit under the SBCI Credit Guarantee 
Scheme where lending criteria might not otherwise enable an SME to borrow.  

Impact 
on Credit 
Record 

• Central Bank and lenders have agreed measures so that a COVID-19 related 
Payment Break will not adversely impact on a business’s credit record 
 

 
Government Business Supports  
 
BPFI notes the wide range of supports made available to businesses by the Government and 
Government agencies, namely the SBCI, Microfinance Ireland, Enterprise Ireland and Local Enterprise 
offices. BPFI also notes the measures put in place by the Government since the onset of COVID-19 
including the suspension of the application of interest on late payments, the Temporary COVID-19 
Wage Subsidy Scheme, the COVID-19 Pandemic Unemployment Payment and other actions by the 
CRO and Local Authorities.  
 
The BPFI Economic Recovery Plan, available here, proposes a number of changes and improvements 
to current supports that we believe, if taken on board, would greatly assist the economic recovery and 
support SMEs during this challenging and unprecedented time. Please find below an overview of key 
BPFI proposals in relation to:  

- State Guaranteed COVID-19 Business Support Fund 
- Improved SBCI COVID-19 Working Capital Loan Scheme 
- Support for Mid Cap and Larger Businesses 
- Direct Fiscal Support 
- Establishment of a special task force for SME’s/Business 
- Government backed Export Credit Insurance 
- More efficient and cost effective Examinership for SMEs 

- Liquidity Support for non-bank lenders 

COVID-19 Credit Guarantee Scheme   
 
BPFI note the announcement by the Government of a proposed €2bn COVID-19 Credit Guarantee 
Scheme. BPFI and its membership are invested in trying to ensure that it is a workable scheme that 
achieves the objective of providing the necessary credit to SMEs whose businesses have been so 
severely impacted by the COVID-19 crisis. Experience from other countries shows that speed, scale 
and simplicity of the State guarantee schemes is crucial for getting the money into businesses affected 
during the COVID-19 crisis. Therefore, for the scheme to be workable and deliver funding effectively 
and quickly to businesses across the country BPFI believes the scheme should be reconfigured and 
BPFI is working with Government and Government departments to ensure the successful design and 
delivery of the Scheme. Key concerns at present relate to the following elements of the proposed 
scheme: 
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- A lending portfolio cap of 50% on a Credit Guarantee Scheme (CGS) with a guarantee of 80% 
reduces the effectiveness of the guarantee, the aim of which must be to facilitate lending to 
businesses in an uncertain and high-risk economic environment.  The increased level of risk 
involved in lending requires an effective Credit Guarantee Scheme which is unhindered by 
caps otherwise it will restrict the flow and pace of credit to businesses and will also challenge 
the type of discounted rates that are available under credit guarantee schemes in other 
jurisdictions where 80-100% State Guarantees are available with no portfolio cap. BPFI had 
advocated for for 90% Guarantee for small businesses with loans up to €50k and an 80% 
Guarantee for loans up to €5m, both with no portfolio cap. While SME representative bodies 
advise that SMEs primarily require liquidity in the form of grants rather than debt, these 
bodies share BPFI’s concerns about the limitations of the CGS as proposed.   

- In the UK, the success of the 1) Bounce Bank Loan Scheme (BBLS) provides lenders with a 
government-backed full 100% guarantee with no portfolio cap for loans up to £50k for terms 
up to 6 years, 2) Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme (CBILS) offering loans £50k - 
£5.0m with 80% Guarantee/no cap over 6 years and 3) the Coronavirus Large Business 
Interruption Loan Scheme (CLBILS). has seen lenders deliver £31bn to 745,000 businesses to 
the end of May, with the majority being done under the BBLS, despite this scheme only being 
introduced on 4th May.  

- BPFI believes the scheme should align to UK Bounce Back and CBILS and have no repayments 
during the first 12 months.  

- Banks have to comply with their obligations under the SME Regulations (14.3/14.4) to obtain 
sufficient information from the borrower to assess whether the credit is suitable to the 
borrower and that the borrower will likely be able to repay the debt over the duration of the 
credit facility agreement. Business may find it difficult to provide the level of information 
required in the current circumstances. This requirement will need to be addressed in any final 
legislation including potentially a special derogation from the Central Bank in this regard, if 
credit is to flow to SMEs in an expedited manner.  

BPFI believes the COVID 19 Credit Guarantee Scheme if configured appropriately will be key to the 
success of the efforts to revive the economy. BPFI very much appreciate the opportunity to engage on 
this important matter and commit to assist and work with the Government and Government 
Departments on the design and delivery of an effective scheme in the next weeks and months.  

 
SBCI COVID-19 Working Capital Loan Scheme 
 

The SBCI COVID-19 Working Capital Scheme was originally launched as a €200m scheme and 
subsequently expanded by €250m to €450m which was very welcome. The scheme is available to 
eligible businesses impacted by COVID-19 resulting in business turnover/profitability being reduced 
by a minimum of 15%. The loan term of this scheme or any other future schemes should be increased 
to at least five years and it should also cover some sectors that are currently excluded  including 
agriculture. Moreover, the eligibility checks by the SBCI can  cause confusion for some SMEs as many 
believe eligibility implies approval of a loan application which is not the case. Additionally, other 
requirements for business plans may be too onerous especially for smaller businesses and this 
requirement for small businesses should be changed to a more minimal information request. Finally, 
due to the fact that the scheme evolved from under-utilised funding in the Brexit Loan Scheme, the 
need to meet one of a number of innovation criteria remains as part of the qualifying criteria. While 
SBCI has issued guidance to banks on the innovation criteria, nonetheless, the clear feedback is that it 
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an unnecessary process challenge for banks and customers alike given the volumes of borrowers with 
which banks are dealing. The removal of the innovation qualifying criteria would be welcome.  
 

Support for mid-Cap and larger business  
 
BPFI also believe a separate scheme for businesses with turnover of more than €50 million is required 
as COVID-19 affected businesses span all segments of the economy. Other European countries are 
introducing schemes to assist businesses of all sizes in their economies. In early May the Government 
announced a €2 billion’ Pandemic Stabilisation and Recovery Fund’ within the Ireland Strategic 
Investment Fund (ISIF), which will make capital available to medium and large enterprises on 
commercial terms (more than €50 million in annual revenue or more than 250 employees) to assist 
them meet the challenge of COVID-19. While this is welcome, there is a gap between what is available 
under the CGS (loans up to €1m) and this type of scheme directed at the larger enterprises which will 
need to be considered.  

Direct Fiscal Support 

It is likely that some parts of the economy will be disproportionally affected by the crisis, particularly 
in the services sector such as tourism and hospitality. The recent Government announcement of a 
€250m Restart Fund for micro and small businesses as  a welcome support  for SMEs. It will operate 
through a system of rebates/waivers of commercial rates payments for 2019. It is intended that 
companies will receive a total amount equivalent to no more than their 2019 rates bill and that there 
will be a cap per business of €10,000. 

However, there is a concern that a waiver of rates or a deferment of VAT/PAYE does not provide cash 
to businesses at a time when many are not generating cash  and a number of small businesses will not 
be in a position to take on increased debt so they will need a direct cash injection just to achieve initial 
stability. These cash injections may or may not be recovered but without same, some businesses will 
not be able to attempt a recovery. To this end it is proposed that Government create a fund under the 
control of a State sponsored organisation such as Enterprise Ireland to offer non-refundable grants 
during the initial six months of operations to allow small businesses ‘find their feet’ again.  

Establishment of a Special Task Force for SMEs  

BPFI proposes that a special COVID 19 SME Funding Taskforce be established to bring together key 
representatives from Government, business and banking. The taskforce should have short term (3 
month) and medium-term (12 month) work plans/reports and would be tasked with identifying how 
best the all-important SME / business sector can help drive recovery. Through this special taskforce, 
and setting up sectoral working groups, the banking sector could foster a clearer understanding of the 
interdependencies involved in rebuilding the economy and win support for same.  
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Additional Supports  

Export Credit Insurance  

COVID-19 is affecting global supply chains and is expected to put pressure on the ability of exporters 
globally to agree payment terms with suppliers given liquidity constraints all businesses around the 
world will be facing. Credit insurance is a vital part of global trade and Ireland is one of the few 
European countries not to have a state-backed export credit agency since it was withdrawn in 1998.  
Irish exporters rely on the availability of commercial Export Credit insurance in the market but given 
the unprecedented COVID-19 related market disruption, this may be harder to obtain and/or more 
expensive due to the increased uncertainty in assessing the current and future viability of suppliers 
adversely affected by COVID-19. This may put Irish exporters at a disadvantage relative to competitors 
and may make it more difficult for businesses to recover. BPFI therefore proposes that a suitable 
Government backed Export Credit Insurance scheme be put in place to provide assurance to 
businesses that they will receive payment for sales; and thus, ensure that exporters are not adversely 
affected and can better plan ahead during these turbulent times. 

Examinership for SMEs 

Ireland is ahead of many other EU member states in having a well-developed and respected 
examinership regime. However, the system is administratively cumbersome taking some 100 days to 
complete and is expensive with costs typically running to around €80,000. Hence, the examinership 
regime is rarely used by smaller businesses. There is no doubt but that there will be many COVID-19 
impacted businesses, including previously viable and profitable businesses that will face insolvency.  
However, rather than utilising the liquidation route with the consequent loss of jobs, a more user 
friendly and less costly examinership regime could be made to work to enable some of these 
businesses survive. An Administrative Insolvency proposal has been put forward by ISME and we are 
broadly supportive of such a proposal which could be implemented to assist the long-term survival of 
viable businesses post the COVID-19 crisis.  

Liquidity Support for non-bank lenders  

The non-bank lenders are an important source of finance in the market with some €2bn in outstanding 
credit to borrowers. In the current environment where the COVID-19 crisis has led to such economic 
disruption for businesses in particular, they have a strong role to play in providing liquidity to the 
market, particularly in terms of the range of trade finance, invoice discounting and other credit 
products available. However, an urgent issue for some non-bank lenders in meeting SME needs 
currently, is maintaining revolving credit facilities / lines from 3rd party providers to enable them to 
provide liquidity to SMEs. The Credit Guarantee Scheme could potentially be used to support them in 
sourcing funding in the market. Non-bank lenders would normally pay down/revolve these credit 
facilities by securitising newly originated loans, a market which will be difficult/expensive to access in 
the short-term. 
 
 
 

ENDS 
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